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Handbook of Microwave and Radar Engineering
Springer Nature This comprehensive handbook provides readers with a single-source reference to the theoretical fundamentals,
physical mechanisms and principles of operation of all known microwave devices and various radars. The author discusses proven
methods of computation and design development, process, schematic, schematic-technical and construction peculiarities of each
breed of the microwave devices, as well as the most popular and original technical solutions for radars. Coverage also includes the
history of creation of the most widely used radars, as well as guidelines for their potential upgrading. Oﬀers readers a comprehensive,
systematized view of all contemporary knowledge, acquired during the last 20 years, on radars and related disciplines; Provides a
single-source reference on the physical mechanisms and principles of operation of the basic components of radio location devices,
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including theoretical aspects of designing the necessary, high-eﬃciency electronic devices and systems, as well as key, practical
methods of computation and design; Presents complex topics using simple language, minimizing mathematics.

Microwave and Radar Engineering
Microwave Engineering
John Wiley & Sons Pozar's new edition of Microwave Engineering includes more material on active circuits, noise, nonlinear eﬀects,
and wireless systems. Chapters on noise and nonlinear distortion, and active devices have been added along with the coverage of
noise and more material on intermodulation distortion and related nonlinear eﬀects. On active devices, there's more updated material
on bipolar junction and ﬁeld eﬀect transistors. New and updated material on wireless communications systems, including link budget,
link margin, digital modulation methods, and bit error rates is also part of the new edition. Other new material includes a section on
transients on transmission lines, the theory of power waves, a discussion of higher order modes and frequency eﬀects for microstrip
line, and a discussion of how to determine unloaded.

Microwave Measurements, 3rd Edition
IET The IET has organised training courses on microwave measurements since 1983, at which experts have lectured on modern
developments. Their lecture notes were ﬁrst published in book form in 1985 and then again in 1989, and they have proved popular for
many years with a readership beyond those who attended the courses. The purpose of this third edition of the lecture notes is to bring
the latest techniques in microwave measurements to this wider audience. The book begins with a survey of the theory of current
microwave circuits and continues with a description of the techniques for the measurement of power, spectrum, attenuation, circuit
parameters, and noise. Various other areas like measurements of antenna characteristics, free ﬁelds, modulation and dielectric
parameters are also included. The emphasis throughout is on good measurement practice. All the essential theory is given and a
previous knowledge of the subject is not assumed.
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ANTENNAS AND WAVE PROPAGATION
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. This book, now in its Second Edition, is primarily intended for the undergraduate and postgraduate students of
electronics and communication, electronics and electrical and telecommunication engineering. It provides a thorough understanding
of the fundamentals and applications of the subject. The edition discusses the properties of several types of antennas such as dipoles,
loop, Yagi-Uda, log-periodic, slot/DRA and microstrip antennas and also explains the phenomenon of wave propagation with emphasis
on theory of operation and design procedures. It provides a comprehension of the principles of radiation and methods of excitation.
The book also focuses on antenna measurements along with necessary requirements and diﬀerent methods of measurement. Written
in an easy-to-understand manner, the text includes several illustrative examples. A large number of solved examples and exercise
problems with varying diﬃculty levels are included to reinforce the theoretical understanding of concepts. The book also contains
several objective-type questions in each chapter along with a Question Bank at the end of the book. The Appendices provide a rich
source of information and expressions as well as design data. NEW TO THE SECOND EDITION Separate new chapters are devoted to: •
Reﬂector Antennas • Slot and Dielectric Resonator Antennas • Modern Antennas • Eﬀect of Ground on Antenna Performances

Basic Radar Analysis, Second Edition
Artech House This highly-anticipated second edition of an Artech House classic covers several key radar analysis areas: the radar
range equation, detection theory, ambiguity functions, waveforms, antennas, active arrays, receivers and signal processors, CFAR and
chaﬀ analysis. Readers will be able to predict the detection performance of a radar system using the radar range equation, its various
parameters, matched ﬁlter theory, and Swerling target models. The performance of various signal processors, single pulse, pulsed
Doppler, LFM, NLFM, and BPSK, are discussed, taking into account factors including MTI processing, integration gain, weighting loss
and straddling loss. The details of radar analysis are covered from a mathematical perspective, with in-depth breakdowns of radar
performance in the presence of clutter. Readers will be able to determine the nose temperature of a multi-channel receiver as it is
used in active arrays. With the addition of three new chapters on moving target detectors, inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) and
constant false alarm rate (CFAR) and new MATLAB codes, this expanded second edition will appeal to the novice as well as the
experienced practitioner.
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Microwave Engineering
Concepts and Fundamentals
CRC Press Detailing the active and passive aspects of microwaves, Microwave Engineering: Concepts and Fundamentals covers
everything from wave propagation to reﬂection and refraction, guided waves, and transmission lines, providing a comprehensive
understanding of the underlying principles at the core of microwave engineering. This encyclopedic text not only encompasses nearly
all facets of microwave engineering, but also gives all topics—including microwave generation, measurement, and processing—equal
emphasis. Packed with illustrations to aid in comprehension, the book: Describes the mathematical theory of waveguides and ferrite
devices, devoting an entire chapter to the Smith chart and its applications Discusses diﬀerent types of microwave components,
antennas, tubes, transistors, diodes, and parametric devices Examines various attributes of cavity resonators, semiconductor and
RF/microwave devices, and microwave integrated circuits Addresses scattering parameters and their properties, as well as planar
structures including striplines and microstrips Considers the limitations of conventional tubes, behavior of charged particles in
diﬀerent ﬁelds, and the concept of velocity modulation Based on the author’s own class notes, Microwave Engineering: Concepts and
Fundamentals consists of 16 chapters featuring homework problems, references, and numerical examples. PowerPoint® slides and
MATLAB®-based solutions are available with qualifying course adoption.

Telecommunications Engineering, 3rd Edition
CRC Press Since the publication of the second edition of this highly acclaimed textbook, telecommunications has progressed at a rapid
rate. Major advances continue to occur in mobile communications and broadband digital networks and services, sophisticated signal
processing techniques are prevalent at increasingly higher bit rates, and digital systems are widespread. These developments need to
be addressed in a textbook that bridges the gap in the current knowledge and teachings of telecommunications engineering.
Telecommunications Engineering, 3rd Edition oﬀers an introduction to the major telecommunications topics by combining an
analytical approach to important concepts with a descriptive account of systems design. Completely updated and expanded, this third
edition includes substantial material on integrated services digital networks, mobile communications systems, metropolitan area
networks, and more. What's New in the 3rd Edition New chapter on mobile communications covering ﬁrst generation analog and
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second generation digital systems Expanded chapter on non-linear coding of voice waveforms for PCM New section on NICAM Updated
chapter on the transient performance of the phase locked loop Revised chapter on recent major developments in satellite television
New introduction to coding techniques for burst errors Extended chapter on ISDN and broadband digital communications
Supplemented with worked problems, numerous illustrations, and extensive references to more advanced material, this textbook
provides a solid foundation for undergraduate students of electrical, electronic, and telecommunications engineering.

Microwave Circuit Design Using Linear and Nonlinear
Techniques
John Wiley & Sons Four leaders in the ﬁeld of microwave circuit design share their newest insights into the latest aspects of the
technology The third edition of Microwave Circuit Design Using Linear and Nonlinear Techniques delivers an insightful and complete
analysis of microwave circuit design, from their intrinsic and circuit properties to circuit design techniques for maximizing performance
in communication and radar systems. This new edition retains what remains relevant from previous editions of this celebrated book
and adds brand-new content on CMOS technology, GaN, SiC, frequency range, and feedback power ampliﬁers in the millimeter range
region. The third edition contains over 200 pages of new material. The distinguished engineers, academics, and authors emphasize
the commercial applications in telecommunications and cover all aspects of transistor technology. Software tools for design and
microwave circuits are included as an accompaniment to the book. In addition to information about small and large-signal ampliﬁer
design and power ampliﬁer design, readers will beneﬁt from the book’s treatment of a wide variety of topics, like: An in-depth
discussion of the foundations of RF and microwave systems, including Maxwell’s equations, applications of the technology, analog and
digital requirements, and elementary deﬁnitions A treatment of lumped and distributed elements, including a discussion of the
parasitic eﬀects on lumped elements Descriptions of active devices, including diodes, microwave transistors, heterojunction bipolar
transistors, and microwave FET Two-port networks, including S-Parameters from SPICE analysis and the derivation of transducer power
gain Perfect for microwave integrated circuit designers, the third edition of Microwave Circuit Design Using Linear and Nonlinear
Techniques also has a place on the bookshelves of electrical engineering researchers and graduate students. It’s comprehensive take
on all aspects of transistors by world-renowned experts in the ﬁeld places this book at the vanguard of microwave circuit design
research.
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Microwave & Radar Engineering
Propagation Through WaveguidesRectangular waveguide, Solution of wave equation in rectangular co-ordinates, Derivation of ﬁeld
equations for TE and TM modes degenerate and dominant mode, Power transmission and power loss, Excitation of waveguides, Nonexistence of TEM mode in waveguides, Introduction to circular waveguides, Stripline and microstripline.Microwave Cavity
ResonatorsRectangular and cylindrical cavities, Quality factor, Excitation of cavities.Microwave ComponentsWaveguide couplings,
Bends and twists, Transitions, Directional couplers, Hybrid couplers, Matched load attenuators and phase shifters, E-plane, H-plane
and Hybrid tees, hybrid ring, Waveguide discontinuities, Windows, Irises and tunning screws, Detectors, Wave meters; Isolators and
ciirculators, Tunable detector, Slotted line carriage, VSWR meter, Scattering matrix.Microwave MeasurementsMeasurement of
frequency, Wave length, VSWR, Impedance, Attenuation, Low and high power, Radiation pattern.Limitation of conventional active
devices at microwave frequency.Microwave TubesKlystron, Reﬂex Klystron, Magnetron, TWT, BWO : Their schematic, Principle of
operation, Performance characteristics and applications.Microwave Semiconductor DevicesPIN diode, Tunnel diode, LSA diode,
Varactor diode, Gunn devices, IMPATT and TRAPATT, Their principle of operation, Characteristics and applications.Principles of
RadarRadar block diagram operation, Radar range equation, Radar frequencies, Pulse and C.W. radar, Introduction to Doppler and
M.T. Radar, Applications.Radar Transmitters and DevicesBlock diagram of radar receiver for C.W. and pulse radar, front end ampliﬁer,
Receiver noise ﬁgure, Duplexers radar antennas, Radar displays, Introduction to radar clutter.

High Power Microwaves
CRC Press The ﬁrst edition of High Power Microwaves was considered to be the deﬁning book for this ﬁeld. Not merely updated but
completely revised and rewritten, the second edition continues this tradition. Written from a systems perspective, the book provides a
uniﬁed, coherent presentation of the fundamentals in this rapidly changing ﬁeld. The p

Electromagnetic Propagation and Waveguides in
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Photonics and Microwave Engineering
BoD – Books on Demand Optical and microwave waveguides have attracted much research interest in both science and industry. The
number of potential applications for their use is growing rapidly. This book examines recent advances in the broad ﬁeld of waveguide
technology. It covers current progress and latest breakthroughs in emergent applications in photonics and microwave engineering.
The book includes ten contributions on recent developments in waveguide technologies including theory, simulation, and fabrication
of novel waveguide concepts as well as reviews on recent advances.

Microwave, Radar & RF Engineering
With Laboratory Manual
Springer This is a textbook for upper undergraduate and graduate courses on microwave engineering, written in a student-friendly
manner with many diagrams and illustrations. It works towards developing a foundation for further study and research in the ﬁeld. The
book begins with a brief history of microwaves and introduction to core concepts of EM waves and wave guides. It covers equipment
and concepts involved in the study and measurement of microwaves. The book also discuses microwave propagation in space,
microwave antennae, and all aspects of RADAR. The book provides core pedagogy with chapter objectives, summaries, solved
examples, and end-of-chapter exercises. The book also includes a bonus chapter which serves as a lab manual with 15 simple
experiments detailed with proper circuits, precautions, sample readings, and quiz/viva questions for each experiment. This book will
be useful to instructors and students alike.

Microwave Engineering
McGraw-Hill Science, Engineering & Mathematics Part of the McGraw-Hill Core Concepts Series, Microwave Engineering thoroughly
covers the basic principles, analysis, design and measurement techniques necessary for an introductory undergraduate or graduate
course in microwave engineering. This is a concise less expensive alternative. This series is edited by Dick Dorf.
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Handbook of Surveillance Technologies, Third Edition
CRC Press From oﬃcially sanctioned, high-tech operations to budget spy cameras and cell phone video, this updated and expanded
edition of a bestselling handbook reﬂects the rapid and signiﬁcant growth of the surveillance industry. The Handbook of Surveillance
Technologies, Third Edition is the only comprehensive work to chronicle the background and current applications of the full-range of
surveillance technologies—oﬀering the latest in surveillance and privacy issues. Cutting-Edge—updates its bestselling predecessor
with discussions on social media, GPS circuits in cell phones and PDAs, new GIS systems, Google street-viewing technology, satellite
surveillance, sonar and biometric surveillance systems, and emerging developments Comprehensive—from sonar and biometric
surveillance systems to satellites, it describes spy devices, legislation, and privacy issues—from their historical origins to current
applications—including recent controversies and changes in the structure of the intelligence community at home and abroad
Modular—chapters can be read in any order—browse as a professional reference on an as-needed basis—or use as a text
forSurveillance Studies courses Using a narrative style and more than 950 illustrations, this handbook will help
journalists/newscasters, privacy organizations, and civic planners grasp technical aspects while also providing professional-level
information for surveillance studies, sociology and political science educators, law enforcement personnel, and forensic trainees. It
includes extensive resource information for further study at the end of each chapter. Covers the full spectrum of surveillance systems,
including: Radar • Sonar • RF/ID • Satellite • Ultraviolet • Infrared • Biometric • Genetic • Animal • Biochemical • Computer •
Wiretapping • Audio • Cryptologic • Chemical • Biological • X-Ray • Magnetic

Instrument and Automation Engineers' Handbook
Process Measurement and Analysis, Fifth Edition - Two
Volume Set
CRC Press The Instrument and Automation Engineers’ Handbook (IAEH) is the Number 1 process automation handbook in the world.
The two volumes in this greatly expanded Fifth Edition deal with measurement devices and analyzers. Volume one, Measurement and
Safety, covers safety sensors and the detectors of physical properties, while volume two, Analysis and Analysis, describes the
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measurement of such analytical properties as composition. Complete with 245 alphabetized chapters and a thorough index for quick
access to speciﬁc information, the IAEH, Fifth Edition is a must-have reference for instrument and automation engineers working in the
chemical, oil/gas, pharmaceutical, pollution, energy, plastics, paper, wastewater, food, etc. industries.

Introduction to Radar Systems
McGraw-Hill Companies Since the publication of the second edition of "Introduction to Radar Systems," there has been continual
development of new radar capabilities and continual improvements to the technology and practice of radar. This growth has
necessitated the addition and updating of the following topics for the third edition: digital technology, automatic detection and
tracking, doppler technology, airborne radar, and target recognition. The topic coverage is one of the great strengths of the text. In
addition to a thorough revision of topics, and deletion of obsolete material, the author has added end-of-chapter problems to enhance
the "teachability" of this classic book in the classroom, as well as for self-study for practicing engineers.

The Micro-Doppler Eﬀect in Radar, Second Edition
Artech House Written by a prominent expert in the ﬁeld, this updated and expanded second edition of an Artech House classic
includes the most recent breakthroughs in vital sign and gender recognition via micro-radar, as well as covering basic principles of
Doppler eﬀect and micro-Doppler eﬀect and describing basic applications of micro-Doppler signatures in radar. The book presents
detailed procedures about how to generate and analyze micro-Doppler signatures from radar signals. Readers will learn how to model
and animate an object (such as human, spinning top, rotating rotor blades) with movement, simulation of radar returns from the
object, and generating micro-Doppler signature. The book includes coverage of the Google project “Soli”, which demonstrated the use
of radar micro-Doppler eﬀect to sense and recognize micro motions of human hand gesture for controlling devices. It also discusses
noncontact detection of human vital sign (micro motions of breathing and heart beating) using radar, another important application of
radar micro-Doppler sensors. Detailed MATLAB source codes for simulation of radar backscattering from targets with various motions
are provided, along with source codes for generating micro-Doppler signatures and analyzing characteristics of targets.
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Radar Systems Principles
CRC Press In planning a radar system, having the proper mathematical modeling of propagation eﬀects, clutter, and target statistics is
essential. Radar Systems Principles provides a strong theoretical basis for the myriad of formulas and rules of thumb required for
analysis, conceptual design, and performance evaluation of radar systems. Mathematical derivations of formulas commonly used by
radar engineers are presented, with detailed discussions of the assumptions behind these expressions and their ranges of validity.
These principles are used in a wide range of radar applications. Radar Systems Principles makes it easy to understand the steps in
calculating various formulas and when and how these formulas are used. A set of problems is provided for each chapter, enabling you
to check your progress in applying the principles discussed in each section of the text. There are more than 170 ﬁgures illustrating key
concepts. Numerous references to well-known books on radar for coverage of practical design issues and other specialized topics are
given. Radar Systems Principles is an ideal textbook for advanced undergraduates and ﬁrst-year graduate students and also makes an
excellent vehicle for self-study by engineers wishing to enhance their understanding of radar principles and their implication in actual
systems.

WAVE PROPAGATION AND ANTENNA ENGINEERING
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. The book is primarily designed to cater to the needs of undergraduate and postgraduate students of Electronics
and Communication Engineering and allied branches. It also caters for fundamental requirements of professionals working on design
and development of antenna and wave propagation related equipment either in research laboratories or industries or academic
institutions elsewhere. The book has been written with intent to grasp the basic understanding of theoretical as well as practical
aspects of electromagnetic wave propagation and antenna engineering. The text has been aptly scripted considering the
requirements of average students who can easily grasp and comprehend the basics of wave propagation and radiation mechanism of
varieties of antennas coupled with their critical functionalities, utilities, advantages/disadvantages without any external assistance of
teachers or other reference books. The book broaches very well on practical methods of parametric measurements of antenna with
right measuring test equipment and associated tools. The last chapter of the book is dedicated to advance technology adopted in
design and development of modern antenna. Key features • A fairly large number of well labelled diagrams to provide practical
understanding of the concepts. • The placement of numericals at appropriate places develops conﬁdence among readers and
enthuses them further to read in depth to crack any regular or competitive examinations. • Chapter summary highlights important
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points for quick recap and revision before examination. • Well-crafted multiple choice questions with answers at the end of each
chapter to stimulate thought process and prepare better for viva-voce and competitive examinations. • Appropriate number of
unsolved numerical problems with answers to improve problem solving skill of students.

Foundations for Radio Frequency Engineering
World Scientiﬁc The book provides a comprehensive coverage of the fundamental topics in microwave engineering, antennas and
wave propagation, and electromagnetic compatibility, including electromagnetic boundary value problems, waveguide theory,
microwave resonators, antennas and wave propagation, microwave circuits, principles of electromagnetic compatibility designs,
information theory and systems. Deals systematically with fundamental problems in radio frequency engineering, this important
volume provides an updated treatment of radio frequency theory and techniques. The book can be used as a one-semester course for
senior and ﬁrst-year graduate students or as a reference for radio frequency engineers and applied physicists. Contents:Solutions of
Electromagnetic Field ProblemsWaveguidesMicrowave ResonatorsMicrowave CircuitsAntennasPropagation of Radio
WavesElectromagnetic CompatibilityInformation Theory and Systems Readership: Academics, researchers, postgraduates and
undergraduates in electrical & electronic engineering and applied physics. Keywords:Microwave Engineering;Antenna;Wave
Propagation;Electromagnetic Compatibility

Electronics, Power Electronics, Optoelectronics,
Microwaves, Electromagnetics, and Radar
CRC Press In two editions spanning more than a decade, The Electrical Engineering Handbook stands as the deﬁnitive reference to the
multidisciplinary ﬁeld of electrical engineering. Our knowledge continues to grow, and so does the Handbook. For the third edition, it
has expanded into a set of six books carefully focused on a specialized area or ﬁeld of study. Electronics, Power Electronics,
Optoelectronics, Microwaves, Electromagnetics, and Radar represents a concise yet deﬁnitive collection of key concepts, models, and
equations in these areas, thoughtfully gathered for convenient access. Electronics, Power Electronics, Optoelectronics, Microwaves,
Electromagnetics, and Radar delves into the ﬁelds of electronics, integrated circuits, power electronics, optoelectronics,
electromagnetics, light waves, and radar, supplying all of the basic information required for a deep understanding of each area. It also
devotes a section to electrical eﬀects and devices and explores the emerging ﬁelds of microlithography and power electronics. Articles
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include deﬁning terms, references, and sources of further information. Encompassing the work of the world’s foremost experts in their
respective specialties, Electronics, Power Electronics, Optoelectronics, Microwaves, Electromagnetics, and Radar features the latest
developments, the broadest scope of coverage, and new material in emerging areas.

Microwave Circuit Design Using Linear and Nonlinear
Techniques
John Wiley & Sons The ultimate handbook on microwave circuit design with CAD. Full of tips and insights from seasoned industry
veterans, Microwave Circuit Design oﬀers practical, proven advice on improving the design quality of microwave passive and active
circuits-while cutting costs and time. Covering all levels of microwave circuit design from the elementary to the very advanced, the
book systematically presents computer-aided methods for linear and nonlinear designs used in the design and manufacture of
microwave ampliﬁers, oscillators, and mixers. Using the newest CAD tools, the book shows how to design transistor and diode circuits,
and also details CAD's usefulness in microwave integrated circuit (MIC) and monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC)
technology. Applications of nonlinear SPICE programs, now available for microwave CAD, are described. State-of-the-art coverage
includes microwave transistors (HEMTs, MODFETs, MESFETs, HBTs, and more), high-power ampliﬁer design, oscillator design including
feedback topologies, phase noise and examples, and more. The techniques presented are illustrated with several MMIC designs,
including a wideband ampliﬁer, a low-noise ampliﬁer, and an MMIC mixer. This unique, one-stop handbook also features a major case
study of an actual anticollision radar transceiver, which is compared in detail against CAD predictions; examples of actual circuit
designs with photographs of completed circuits; and tables of design formulae.

Power Vacuum Tubes Handbook, Third Edition
CRC Press Providing examples of applications, Power Vacuum Tubes Handbook, Third Edition examines the underlying technology of
each type of power vacuum tube device in common use today. The author presents basic principles, reports on new development
eﬀorts, and discusses implementation and maintenance considerations. Supporting mathematical equations and extensive technical
illustrations and schematic diagrams help readers understand the material. Translate Principles into Speciﬁc Applications This onestop reference is a hands-on guide for engineering personnel involved in the design, speciﬁcation, installation, and maintenance of
high-power equipment utilizing vacuum tubes. It oﬀers a comprehensive look at the important area of high-frequency/high-power
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applications of microwave power devices, making it possible for general principles to be translated into speciﬁc applications. Coverage
includes power grid tubes—triodes, tetrodes, and pentodes—as well as microwave power tubes such as klystrons, traveling wave
tubes, gyrotrons, and other high-frequency devices. These vacuum tubes are used in applications from radio broadcasting to
television, radar, satellite communications, and more. Explore a Wide Variety of Methods in Power Vacuum Tube Design This third
edition includes updates on vacuum tube technology, devices, applications, design methods, and modulation methods. It also expands
its scope to cover properties of materials and RF system maintenance and troubleshooting. Explaining diﬃcult concepts and processes
clearly, this handbook guides readers in the design and selection of a power vacuum tube-based system. What’s New in This Edition
Includes two new chapters on properties of materials and RF system maintenance and troubleshooting Contains updates and additions
in most chapters Identiﬁes key applications for commercial and scientiﬁc research Examines the frontiers of materials science directly
impacting construction, reliability, and performance Reviews methods of power tube design for more eﬃcient, longer-lasting tubes
Features updated illustrations throughout to clarify and explain fundamental principles and implementation considerations

Microstrip and Printed Antennas: Applications-Based
Designs
Artech House This comprehensive resource presents antenna fundamentals balanced with the design of printed antennas. Over 70
antenna projects, along with design dimensions, design ﬂows and antenna performance results are discussed, including antennas for
wireless communication, 5G antennas and beamforming. Examples of smartphone antennas, MIMO antennas, aerospace and satellite
remote sensing array antennas, automotive antennas and radar systems and many more printed antennas for various applications are
also included. These projects include design dimensions and parameters that incorporate the various techniques used by industries
and academia. This book is intended to serve as a practical microstrip and printed antenna design guide to cover various real-world
applications. All Antenna projects discussed in this book are designed, analyzed and simulated using full-wave electromagnetic
solvers. Based on several years of the author’s research in antenna design and development for RF and microwave applications, this
book oﬀers an in-depth coverage of practical printed antenna design methodology for modern applications.
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Ultrawideband Radar
Applications and Design
CRC Press Providing a practical review of the latest technology in the ﬁeld, Ultrawideband Radar Applications and Design presents
cutting-edge advances in theory, design, and practical applications of ultrawideband (UWB) radar. This book features contributions
from an international team of experts to help readers learn about a wide range of UWB topics, including: History of the technology
American and European governmental regulations and key deﬁnitions Nonsinusoidal wave propagation theory Random signal radar
Object detection by ground permittivity measurements Large-target backscattering eﬀects Medical applications Large current radiator
antenna design Materials-penetrating theory Radar signal processing Weak-signal detection methods Holographic and real time radar
imaging This book’s contributors use practical information to illustrate the latest theoretical developments and demonstrate UWB
radar principles through case studies. Radar system engineers will ﬁnd ideas for precision electronic sensing systems for use in
medical, security, industrial, construction, and geophysical applications, as well as those used in archeological, forensic and
transportation operations.

Signal Processing in Noise Waveform Radar
Artech House This book is devoted to the emerging technology of noise waveform radar and its signal processing aspects. It is a new
kind of radar, which use noise-like waveform to illuminate the target. The book includes an introduction to basic radar theory, starting
from classical pulse radar, signal compression, and wave radar. The book then discusses the properties, diﬃculties and potential of
noise radar systems, primarily for low-power and short-range civil applications. The contribution of modern signal processing
techniques to making noise radar practical are emphasized, and application examples are given.

The Electrical Engineering Handbook - Six Volume Set
CRC Press In two editions spanning more than a decade, The Electrical Engineering Handbook stands as the deﬁnitive reference to the
multidisciplinary ﬁeld of electrical engineering. Our knowledge continues to grow, and so does the Handbook. For the third edition, it
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has grown into a set of six books carefully focused on specialized areas or ﬁelds of study. Each one represents a concise yet deﬁnitive
collection of key concepts, models, and equations in its respective domain, thoughtfully gathered for convenient access. Combined,
they constitute the most comprehensive, authoritative resource available. Circuits, Signals, and Speech and Image Processing
presents all of the basic information related to electric circuits and components, analysis of circuits, the use of the Laplace transform,
as well as signal, speech, and image processing using ﬁlters and algorithms. It also examines emerging areas such as text to speech
synthesis, real-time processing, and embedded signal processing. Electronics, Power Electronics, Optoelectronics, Microwaves,
Electromagnetics, and Radar delves into the ﬁelds of electronics, integrated circuits, power electronics, optoelectronics,
electromagnetics, light waves, and radar, supplying all of the basic information required for a deep understanding of each area. It also
devotes a section to electrical eﬀects and devices and explores the emerging ﬁelds of microlithography and power electronics.
Sensors, Nanoscience, Biomedical Engineering, and Instruments provides thorough coverage of sensors, materials and nanoscience,
instruments and measurements, and biomedical systems and devices, including all of the basic information required to thoroughly
understand each area. It explores the emerging ﬁelds of sensors, nanotechnologies, and biological eﬀects. Broadcasting and Optical
Communication Technology explores communications, information theory, and devices, covering all of the basic information needed
for a thorough understanding of these areas. It also examines the emerging areas of adaptive estimation and optical communication.
Computers, Software Engineering, and Digital Devices examines digital and logical devices, displays, testing, software, and
computers, presenting the fundamental concepts needed to ensure a thorough understanding of each ﬁeld. It treats the emerging
ﬁelds of programmable logic, hardware description languages, and parallel computing in detail. Systems, Controls, Embedded
Systems, Energy, and Machines explores in detail the ﬁelds of energy devices, machines, and systems as well as control systems. It
provides all of the fundamental concepts needed for thorough, in-depth understanding of each area and devotes special attention to
the emerging area of embedded systems. Encompassing the work of the world's foremost experts in their respective specialties, The
Electrical Engineering Handbook, Third Edition remains the most convenient, reliable source of information available. This edition
features the latest developments, the broadest scope of coverage, and new material on nanotechnologies, fuel cells, embedded
systems, and biometrics. The engineering community has relied on the Handbook for more than twelve years, and it will continue to
be a platform to launch the next wave of advancements. The Handbook's latest incarnation features a protective slipcase, which helps
you stay organized without overwhelming your bookshelf. It is an attractive addition to any collection, and will help keep each volume
of the Handbook as fresh as your latest research.
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Frequency Measurement Technology
Artech House This unique ﬁrst-of-its-kind resource provides practical coverage of the design and implementation of frequency
measurement receivers, which aid in identifying unknown signals. The technologies used in frequency measurement interferometrybased on-delay lines and ﬁlters are explored in this book. Practitioners also ﬁnd concrete examples of microwave photonics
implementations. The designs and concepts that cover conventional photonic instantaneous frequency measurement (IFM) circuits are
explained. This book provides details on new designs for microwave photonic circuits and reconﬁgurable frequency measurement
(RFM) circuits using diodes and MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS). This book explains the many diverse applications of
frequency measurement that are used in defense, radar, and communications. The instrumentation used to perform frequency
measurements is explained, including the use of block analysis for network and spectrum analyzers and calibration techniques.
Readers learn the advantages of using frequency measurement based on microwave/RF techniques, including immunity to
electromagnetic interference, low loss, compatibility with ﬁber signal distribution, and parallel processing signals. Moreover, readers
gain insight into the future of frequency measurement receivers. The book examines both the underpinnings and the implementation
of frequency measurement receivers using many diverse technological platforms.

Microwave & Radar Engineering
SK Kataria and sons

Monopulse Radar Theory and Practice, Second Edition
Artech House Monopulse is a type of radar that sends additional information in the signal in order to avoid problems caused by rapid
changes in signal strength. Monopulse is resistant to jamming which is one of the main reasons it is used in most radar systems today.
This updated and expanded edition of an Artech House classic oﬀers you a current and comprehensive treatment of monopulse radar
principles, techniques, and applications. The Second Edition features two brand new chapters, covering monopulse countermeasures
and counter-countermeasures and monopulse for airborne radar and homing seekers. This essential volume categorizes and describes
the various forms of monopulse radar, and analyzes their capabilities and limitations. The book also devotes considerable space to
monopulse circuits and hardware components, explaining their functions and performance. This practical resource features numerous
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photographs and illustrations drawn from actual radar systems and components. This book serves as a valuable reference for both
experienced radar engineers and those new to the ﬁeld.

Radio Engineering for Wireless Communication and
Sensor Applications
Artech House Covering a wide range of application areas, from wireless communications and navigation, to sensors and radar, this
practical resource oﬀers you the ﬁrst comprehensive, multidisciplinary overview of radio engineering. You learn important techniques
to help you with the generation, control, detection and utilization of radio waves, and ﬁnd detailed guidance in radio link, ampliﬁer,
and antenna design. The book approaches relevant problems from both electromagnetic theory based on MaxwellOCOs equations and
circuit theory based on KirchoﬀOCOs and OhmOCOs laws, including brief introductions to each theory."

The Micro-Doppler Eﬀect in Radar
Artech House This highly practical resource provides you with thorough working knowledge of the micro-Doppler eﬀect in radar,
including its principles, applications and implementation with MATLAB codes. The book presents code for simulating radar
backscattering from targets with various motions, generating micro-Doppler signatures, and analyzing the characteristics of targets.
You ﬁnd detailed descriptions of the physics and mathematics of the Doppler and micro-Doppler eﬀect. Moreover, you learn how to
derive rigid and non-rigid body motion induced micro-Doppler eﬀect in radar scattering. The book provides a wide range of clear
examples, including an oscillating pendulum, a spinning and precession heavy top, rotating rotor blades of a helicopter, rotating windturbine blades, a person walking with swinging arms and legs, a ﬂying bird, and movements of quadruped animals.

SME Mining Engineering Handbook, Third Edition
SME This third edition of the SME Mining Engineering Handbook reaﬃrms its international reputation as "the handbook of choice" for
today's practicing mining engineer. It distills the body of knowledge that characterizes mining engineering as a disciplinary ﬁeld and
has subsequently helped to inspire and inform generations of mining professionals.Virtually all of the information is original content,
representing the latest information from more than 250 internationally recognized mining industry experts. Within the handbook's 115
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thought-provoking chapters are current topics relevant to today's mining professional: Analyzing how the mining and minerals
industry will develop over the medium and long term--why such changes are inevitable, what this will mean in terms of challenges,
and how they could be managed Explaining the mechanics associated with the multifaceted world of mine and mineral economics,
from the decisions associated with how best to ﬁnance a single piece of high-value equipment to the long-term cash-ﬂow issues
associated with mine planning at a mature operation Describing the recent and ongoing technical initiatives and engineering
developments in relation to robotics, automation, acid rock drainage, block caving optimization, or process dewatering methods
Examining in detail the methods and equipment available to achieve eﬃcient, predictable, and safe rock breaking, whether employing
a tunnel boring machine for development work, mineral extraction using a mobile miner, or cast blasting at a surface coal operation
Identifying the salient points that dictate which is the safest, most eﬃcient, and most versatile extraction method to employ, as well
as describing in detail how each alternative is engineered Discussing the impacts that social and environmental issues have on mining
from the pre-exploration phase to end-of-mine issues and beyond, and how to manage these two increasingly important factors to the
beneﬁt of both the mining companies and other stakeholders

Intelligent Transportation Systems
BoD – Books on Demand Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) have transformed surface transportation networks through the
integration of advanced communications and computing technologies into the transportation infrastructure. ITS technologies have
improved the safety and mobility of the transportation network through advanced applications such as electronic toll collection, invehicle navigation systems, collision avoidance systems, and advanced traﬃc management systems, and advanced traveler
information systems. In this book that focuses on diﬀerent ITS technologies and applications, authors from several countries have
contributed chapters covering diﬀerent ITS technologies, applications, and management practices with the expectation that the open
exchange of scientiﬁc results and ideas presented in this book will lead to improved understanding of ITS technologies and their
applications.

Sensors for Mobile Robots
CRC Press The author compiles everything a student or experienced developmental engineer needs to know about the supporting
technologies associated with the rapidly evolving ﬁeld of robotics. From the table of contents: Design Considerations * Dead
Reckoning * Odometry Sensors * Doppler and Inertial Navigation * Typical Mobility Conﬁgurations * Tactile and Proximity Sensing *
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Triangulation Ranging * Stereo Disparity * Active Triangulation * Active Stereoscopic * Hermies * Structured Light * Known Target Size
* Time of Flight * Phase-Shift Measurement * Frequency Modulation * Interferometry * Range from Focus * Return Signal Intensity *
Acoustical Energy * Electromagnetic Energy * Optical Energy * Microwave Radar * Collision Avoidance * Guidepath Following *
Position-Location Systems * Ultrasonic and Optical Position-Location Systems * Wall, Doorway, andCeiling Referencing * ApplicationSpeciﬁc Mission Sensors

MICROWAVE ENGINEERING
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. This book presents the basic principles, characteristics and applications of commonly used microwave devices
used in the design of microwave systems. The book begins with a brief overview of the ﬁeld of microwave engineering and then
provides a thorough review of two prerequisite topics in electromagnetics, that is, electromagnetic ﬁeld theory and transmission lines,
so essential to know before analysing and designing microwave systems. The book presents the full spectrum of both passive and
active microwave components. Hollow pipe waveguides are thoroughly analysed with respect to their ﬁeld components and other
important characteristics such as bandwidth, dispersive nature, various impedances, and attenuation parameters. The basic principles
of various types of microwave junctions used for power division, addition, and in measurement systems, such as tees, directionalcouplers, circulators, gyrators, etc. are explained, along with their scattering parameters required for the analysis of microwave
circuits. The text also presents a comprehensive analytical treatment of microwave tubes in common use, such as klystrons,
magnetrons, TWTs, and solid state sources such as Gunn diodes, IMPATT diodes, funnel diodes and PiN diodes, etc. Finally, the book
describes the laboratory procedures for measurements of various parameters of circuits working at microwave frequencies. The book
contains an instructional framework at the end of each chapter composed of questions, problems, and objective type questions to
enable students to gain skills in applying the principles and techniques learned in the text. The book is appropriate for a course in
Microwave Engineering at the level of both undergraduate and postgraduate students of Electronics and Communication Engineering.

Phased Array Antenna Handbook, Third Edition
Artech House This completely revised third edition of an Artech House classic, Phased Array Antenna Handbook, Second Edition, oﬀers
an up-to-date and comprehensive treatment of array antennas and systems. This edition provides a wealth of new material, including
expanded coverage of phased array and multiple beam antennas. New modern machine learning techniques used for analysis are
included. Additional material on wideband antennas and wideband coverage in array antennas are incorporated in this book, including
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new methods, devices, and technologies that have developed since the second edition. A detailed treatment of antenna system noise,
sections on antenna pattern synthesis, developments in subarray technology, and in-depth coverage of array architecture and
components are additional new features of this book. The book explores design elements that demonstrate how to size an array
system with speed and conﬁdence. Moreover, this resource provides expanded coverage of systems aspects of arrays for radar and
communications. Supported with numerous equations and illustrations, this practical book helps evaluate basic antenna parameters
such as gain, sidelobe levels, and noise. Readers learn how to compute antenna system noise, design subarray geometries for given
bandwidth, scan and sidelobe constraints, and choose array illumination tapers for given sidelobe levels.

Microwave Devices and Circuits
Pearson Education India

Catalogue
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